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CENTRALIZERS IN THE HECKE ALGEBRAS OF
COMPLEX REFLECTION GROUPS.
ANDREW FRANCIS
Abstract. How far can the elementary description of centralizers
of parabolic subalgebras of Hecke algebras of finite real reflection
groups be generalized to the complex reflection group case? In this
paper we begin to answer this question by establishing results in
two directions. First, under conditions closely analogous to those
existing for the real case, we give explicit relations between coeffi-
cients in an element centralizing a generator. Second, we introduce
a tool for dealing with a major challenge of the complex case — the
“instability” of certain double cosets — through the definition and
use of a double coset graph. We use these results to find integral
bases for the centralizers of generators as well as the centres of the
Hecke algebras of types G4 and G(4, 1, 2).
Keywords: complex reflection group; Hecke algebra; centre; cen-
tralizer; modular; double coset
0. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to begin a study of the integral cen-
tres and centralizers of Hecke algebras of complex reflection groups. In
the case of Hecke algebras of real reflection groups, these subalgebras
are fairly well understood. For instance, it is possible to algorithmi-
cally construct integral bases for centralizers of parabolic subalgebras
of the Hecke algebra that are analogous to class-sum bases of centraliz-
ers in the group algebra (14; 8; 9; 10). From an alternative viewpoint,
it is known that the centre of the Hecke algebra of a real reflection
group is integrally the set of symmetric functions of Jucys-Murphy ele-
ments (7; 11). The corresponding result for Hecke algebras of complex
reflection groups is not known, although it does hold when the algebra
is semisimple, at least for the Ariki-Koike algebras (17).
This paper generalizes aspects of the former of the above approaches.
One of the ingredients in our understanding of the real reflection group
case is the existence of an integral basis for the centralizer of a standard
generator of the Hecke algebra with nice properties (7; 8). Finding an
integral basis for the centralizer of a generator in the complex reflection
group situation proves to be much more complicated. The obstacles are
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mainly due to problems associated with the lack of a basis for the alge-
bra which is independent of choices for reduced expressions of words in
the complex reflection group. That is, in the case of complex reflection
groups, it is not the case that if si1 . . . sit and sj1 . . . sjt are reduced
expressions for the same element of the group, then the correspond-
ing elements in the Hecke algebra Tsi1 . . . Tsit and Tsj1 . . . Tsjt are also
equal. Other related problems are to do with the double cosets in the
complex reflection groups, which in general fail to satisfy a “stability”
property that holds in the real case.
In this paper we find relationships between coefficients in elements
of the centralizer of a generator whenever the double cosets behave as
they do in the real case. This allows us to find integral bases for the
centralizers under these conditions. In the Hecke algebra of type G4,
for example, this behaviour is seen for all double cosets, and this allows
us to give a basis for the centraliser of each generator, and in turn to
find a basis for the centre.
To study the centralizer of a generator when the double cosets are
not “stable” (Definition 1.3), we introduce a relation among the dou-
ble cosets that restricts the problem somewhat. The “H-double coset
graph” of a complex reflection group is fully described for the class of
groups G(r, 1, 2) in Section 4.1, and we use this to give bases for the
centralizers of generators for the Hecke algebra of G(4, 1, 2), in turn
using these bases to find an integral basis for the centre of the Hecke
algebra of G(4, 1, 2).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 gives the basic defini-
tions of complex reflection groups and their Hecke algebras, including
a definition of normalized generators which we introduce to make the
exposition simpler. Section 1.3 introduces the notion of the H-double
coset graph, used later to find relationships among coefficients in the
centralizer of a generator. We deal with the case where the double
cosets are well-behaved (“stable”) in Section 2, a case which despite
having behaviour analogous to the real case still poses a technical chal-
lenge to resolve. Theorem 2.4 gives the precise relationship between
coefficients in an element centralizing a generator in this case. In Sec-
tion 2.3 a result is proved giving sufficient conditions for the existence
of an integral basis for the centralizer of a parabolic subalgebra. This
result (Proposition 2.6) summarizes the approach taken in other papers
(8; 9; 10) to finding integral bases for centralizers in more amenable
(Coxeter group) situations. The principal being applied in this paper
is to attempt to develop the correct analogy to this approach.
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In Section 3 we apply some of the earlier results to the group G4,
studying firstly the centralizers and then the centre, giving integral
bases in each case. Finally Section 4 addresses the Hecke algebras
of the groups G(r, 1, n). Section 4.1 gives some results on reduced
expressions specific to these groups, and a general statement about
some of the double cosets that are easier to deal with. Section 4.2
provides a complete description of the H-double coset graphs for the
Hecke algebras of G(r, 1, 2). Section 4.3 gives the example of G(4, 1, 2),
demonstrating bases for the centralizer of each generator as well as for
the centre.
I would like to thank Michel Broue´ for suggesting in December 2000
that I look at the centre of the Hecke algebra of G4, a question which
led to the work in this paper, and Chi Mak, who gave me some helpful
comments on an earlier version of this paper.
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Complex reflection groups. Groups of linear transformations
which act on the vector space Cn fixing a hyperplane are called complex
reflection groups. The finite complex reflection groups were character-
ized in 1954 by Shephard and Todd (18) into an infinite familyG(r, p, n)
where p|r, and 34 exceptional groups labelled G4 to G37. These groups
include the finite real reflection groups (Coxeter groups), and can be
given Coxeter-type presentations ((5; 1)) consisting of a generating set
of “pseudo-reflections” accompanied by a set of homogeneous relations.
The pseudo-reflections are reflections in the sense that they fix a hy-
perplane in Cn, but are not involutions as their non-trivial eigenvalue
may be a root of unity other than −1.
For example, the infinite family G(r, 1, n), which includes the Cox-
eter groups of types A and B (when r = 1 and 2 respectively), has
generating set S = {t, s1, . . . , sn−1} with order relations t
r = s2i = 1,
and homogeneous relations ts1ts1 = s1ts1t, sisi+1si = si+1sisi+1 for
0 < i < n− 1 and sisj = sjsi if |i− j| > 1. It can be represented by a
Coxeter-type diagram as in Figure 1.
r 2 2 2
t s1 s1 sn−1
4
Figure 1. Coxeter-type diagram for the complex reflec-
tion group G(r, 1, n)
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Let W be a finite complex reflection group with generating set S.
For g ∈ W , we set the length l(g) of g to be the minimal number of
standard generators required to write g (with positive exponents).
1.2. The Hecke algebra of a complex reflection group.
1.2.1. Standard definitions. The group algebra of a complex reflection
groupW can be viewed as a quotient of a corresponding braid group al-
gebra by an ideal generated by the order relations in the group. Hecke
algebras of the complex reflection groups are also obtained by tak-
ing a quotient of the braid group algebra (considered over a ring of
polynomials in some indeterminates), but by an ideal generated by de-
formed order relations. The Hecke algebras are then so-called “order-
deformations” of the group algebra of the complex reflection group.
Full details of the construction of these algebras in this way are found
in (5) and (3).
For each generator s ∈ S of order ms, we define a set of indeter-
minates {αs,i} for i = 0, . . . , ms − 1, and set αs,i = αt,i if s and t are
conjugate pseudo-reflections. Let α = {α
1/ms
s,i | s ∈ S, 0 ≤ i < ms} and
let α−1 be the set of inverses of the parameters α. Let Rα = Z[α,α
−1].
We will write Ts for the generator of the Hecke algebra Hα = Hα(W )
corresponding to the generator s of the braid group and of the complex
reflection group. The Hecke algebra of the complex reflection group W
is then defined over Rα to be the quotient of the braid group algebra
by the deformed order relations
ms−1∏
i=0
(Ts − αs,i) = 0, for s ∈ S.
Thus Hα inherits the defining homogeneous relations from the group
algebra of the complex reflection group, but instead of order relations
sms = 1, Tmss is a polynomial in Ts of degree ms − 1 and whose co-
efficients are elementary symmetric functions in α. If we set er =
er(αs,0, . . . , αs,ms−1) to be the rth elementary symmetric function in
the αs,i then
(1) Tmss = e1Tsms−1 + · · ·+ (−1)
i−1eiTsms−i + · · ·+ (−1)
ms−1emsT1.
Note that the specialization ρ : αs,j 7→ ω
j (for ω a primitive msth
root of unity) sends each elementary symmetric function ei to zero
except for ems which is sent to 1 if ms is odd and −1 if ms is even.
This specialization thus sends relation (1) to the group algebra relation
Tmss = 1.
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1.2.2. Normalizing coefficients. We will normalise the coefficients and
generators in Hα, instead considering an algebra H over a subring R
of R¯α := Rα[ζ ] where ζ is a primitive 2msth root of unity. Then H is
a subalgebra of R¯α ⊗ Hα. Results obtained in H have corresponding
versions in the full Hecke algebra Hα.
For 0 ≤ i < ms, we set T˜1 = T1 and
ξs,i = −(−ems)
i−ms
ms ems−i and
T˜s = −(−ems)
−1/msTs.
Note that ems = αs,0αs,1 . . . αs,ms−1 is invertible in Rα, and ξs,0 is iden-
tically one. Under this change of parameterization, the order relation
(1) becomes
(2) T˜mss = ξs,ms−1T˜sms−1 + · · ·+ ξs,ms−iT˜sms−i + · · ·+ T˜1.
Let ξ := {ξs,i | s ∈ S, 0 ≤ i < ms}.
Let H denote the algebra generated by {T˜s | s ∈ S} over R =
Z[ξ] subject to the inherited braid relations and the normalized order
relation (2). Note that when the indeterminates αs,i are specialized to
roots of unity via ρ, we have ξs,i 7→ 0 for all 0 < i < ms.
The following will be of use later in the paper.
Lemma 1.1. Let m be the order of the generator s and write ξi = ξs,i.
For k ≥ 0, we have
T˜m+ks =
m−1∑
i=0
aiT˜si
where the coefficients ai are polynomials in {ξj | 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1}
such that the index sum of each monomial in ai is congruent to i − k
mod m. In particular, the coefficients ai are distinct.
Proof. By induction on k. If k = 0 then we have from (2):
T˜ms = ξ0T˜1 + ξ1T˜s + · · ·+ ξm−1T˜sm−1 .
That is, ai = ξi and the index sum of the only term in ai is i. Since
k = 0 the statement holds.
Suppose now that T˜m+k−1s =
∑m−1
i=0 aiT˜si with each ai being a linear
combination of monomials in the ξj with index sum ≡ i − (k − 1)
mod m. Then (setting a−1 = 0)
T˜m+ks = T˜s
m−1∑
i=0
aiT˜si =
(
m−2∑
i=0
aiT˜si+1
)
+ am−1T˜
m
s
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=
m−1∑
i=1
ai−1T˜si +
m−1∑
i=0
am−1ξiT˜si
=
m−1∑
i=0
(ai−1 + am−1ξi) T˜si.
By induction we have that the index sums of ai−1 are congruent to
(i − 1) − (k − 1) ≡ i − k mod m. Similarly, since the index sum of
am−1 is congruent to (m− 1)− (k− 1) ≡ m− k mod m, we have that
the index sum of am−1ξi is congruent to i + (m − k) ≡ i− k mod m.
Thus ai−1 + am−1ξi has monomials whose index sums are congruent to
i− k mod m. 
1.2.3. The algebra as an R-module. It has been conjectured that the
Hecke algebra H of a finite complex reflection group W is a free R-
module of dimension |W | (see (4, (1.17)) or (5, (4.23))). This is known
for the infinite family G(r, p, n) and for all but a handful of exceptional
cases ((15)). It is a slightly different question as to whether H has a
particularly nice basis (for instance a basis consisting of reduced words
in the generators S), whose answer is less complete (op. cit.).
The key problem for dealing with the Hecke algebra of a complex
reflection group as an R-module is the lack of a natural choice of basis
corresponding to the standard basis of the corresponding group algebra
(the set of group elements). This lack of a natural basis is caused by
problems with reduced expressions for elements of the complex reflec-
tion group.
Let Red(S) be the set of reduced words in the generating set S for the
complex reflection group W . Let ∼br denote the equivalence relation
on Red(S) generated by the braid relations of W . Then the map φ :
Red(S)/ ∼br→ W defined by φ(s) = s for s ∈ S is surjective but not,
in general, injective. That is, there may be several ∼br-equivalence
classes of reduced words in S for a given element of W .
For each map η : W → Red(S)/ ∼br satisfying φ◦η = ιW , the iden-
tity map on W , we obtain a set of equivalence classes of reduced words
{η(w) | w ∈ W}. We will use the bold faced w to denote a representa-
tive of the class η(w). That is, w is a reduced word in the elements of
S representing the group element w (following the conventions of (2)).
If w = si1 . . . sik ∈ Red(S), then we write T˜w = T˜si1 ...sik := T˜si1 . . . T˜sik .
If w ∼br w
′ then T˜w = T˜w′ .
In what follows we will assume thatH is a free R-module with a basis
B of reduced words representing the elements of W (a reduced basis of
H). A choice of reduced basis requires a choice of reduced expression
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for each element of the group W , or at least a choice of equivalence
class in Red(S)/ ∼br. Consequently, each reduced basis B corresponds
to a map ηB : W → Red(S)/ ∼br. To emphasize that the reduced word
representing a group element is dependent on the basis B via ηB, we
write w, B for a representative of ηB(w), so that B = {T˜w,B | w ∈ W}.
That is, T˜w,B denotes the Hecke algebra element in the basis B for H
that corresponds to the group element w (via the reduced expression
w for w).
The assumption of the existence of a reduced basis, while known to
hold for most cases, is not in itself enough to ensure that H behaves
well (in the sense that it “behaves like the Hecke algebra of a Cox-
eter group”). With Hecke algebras of Coxeter groups, bases of reduced
words of group elements are in fact equal, as each pair of reduced words
for the same group element can be transformed from one to the other
using only the braid relations. That is, for Coxeter groups, the map
φ : Red(S)/ ∼br→ W is bijective; this ensures that the corresponding
Hecke algebra elements are equal. In Hecke algebras of complex reflec-
tion groups it is not in general the case that φ is injective and therefore
not in general the case that two Hecke algebra elements corresponding
to reduced words for the same group element are equal. Hence there
may be several distinct reduced bases for a given Hecke algebra. In
what follows we shall see that some (reduced) bases are more suited
than others to different needs.
Although different reduced words may give different Hecke algebra
elements, it is possible to say something about the relationship between
the Hecke algebra elements in some complex reflection groups.
Proposition 1.2 ((2)). Let W = G(r, 1, n). If w and w′ are two
reduced words for the same element w of W , then
T˜w − T˜w′ ∈
∑
y 6∈Sn,l(y)<l(w)
RT˜y.
1.3. Double cosets in complex reflection groups. An important
component of what follows will be the behaviour of the span of certain
double cosets within the Hecke algebra.
For J ⊂ S, the parabolic subgroup WJ of a complex reflection group
W is generated by the elements of J subject to the relevant relations
fromW . LetH be the Hecke algebra ofW with reduced basis B. Write
HJ for the parabolic subalgebra of H corresponding to WJ , and write
HWJdWJ for the submodule of H spanned over R by the set {T˜w,B | w ∈
WJdWJ}. It should be emphasized that HWJdWJ differs with respect
to different bases of H.
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Definition 1.3. Let B be a reduced basis for H = H(W ), let WJ be
a parabolic subgroup of W , and let d ∈ W .
We say the double coset WJdWJ is stable with respect to B if
HJ T˜d,BHJ ⊆ HWJdWJ .
We say the reduced basis B is WJ -stable if all double cosets WJdWJ
are stable with respect to B. IfWJ = 〈s〉 for some s ∈ S, we abbreviate
this to s-stable.
These definitions are trivial in the case W is a Coxeter group as
(i) all reduced bases B for H are identical, (ii) all double cosets of
parabolic subgroups are stable with respect to any B, and therefore
(iii) all reduced bases (and there is only one) are WJ -stable for any
J ⊆ S. We will see examples of such double cosets and such bases in
later sections (Sections 3.2 and 4.1). In general, WJ -stable bases seem
to be the exception rather than the rule.
In finite Coxeter groups one has some additional useful properties
of double cosets. Each double coset contains a unique element d of
minimal length, called a distinguished element. In this case every el-
ement w of the double coset WJdWJ can be written w = w1dw2 for
some wi ∈ WJ and with l(w) = l(d) + l(w1) + l(w2). There are tighter
facts about this due to Howlett (6, Prop. (2.7.5)). The double cosets
are then neatly divided into those that centralize WJ and those that
don’t. This partition carries over to the Hecke algebras of finite Coxeter
groups: if a WJ -WJ double coset representative d is in the centralizer
ZW (WJ) of WJ in W , then T˜d ∈ ZH(HJ).
In the generality of complex reflection groups, it is no longer the
case that double cosets always have unique minimal length elements.
Even when they do, it is not always the case that if a (unique) minimal
length element d ∈ ZW (WJ) then T˜d,B ∈ ZH(HJ). As far as I am
aware no results analogous to those of Howlett are known for complex
reflection groups.
1.4. The H-double coset graph. Let W be a complex reflection
group with Hecke algebra H defined over R with reduced basis B. We
define a directed graph G whose vertices are the double cosets WJdWJ
and with arrows
WJdWJ −→WJd
′WJ
when
HJ T˜d,BHJ ∩ HWJd′WJ 6= ∅.
A terminal vertex WJdWJ is one for which there is no WJd
′WJ 6=
WJdWJ such that WJdWJ →WJd
′WJ .
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Note:
• For each d ∈ W , WJdWJ →WJdWJ .
• A double coset is stable if and only if it is a terminal vertex of
G.
• In a finite Coxeter group all vertices are terminal as all double
cosets are stable.
In this paper we will focus on the case |J | = 1.
The H-double coset graph will be a useful way to visualize the rela-
tionships among double cosets when it comes to determining relation-
ships among coefficients in an element of the centralizer ZH(HJ). This
is because it will be enough to consider, for each double coset WJdWJ ,
relationships between coefficients rw,B in∑
w∈WJd
′WJ ,
WJdWJ→WJd
′WJ
rw,BT˜w,B.
2. The centralizer of a generator: additive double
cosets
In the current section we focus on the centralizer of a generator in
the Hecke algebra of a complex reflection group: the case J = {s} ⊆ S.
The reason for this is that we hope that by understanding bases for
centralizers of generators we may build bases for centralizers of larger
subalgebras (including the centre). This is the philosophy used for
Coxeter groups in (8; 9; 10), and we apply it in some cases in Sections 3
and 4.
Let H be the Hecke algebra of a complex reflection group W , with
reduced basis B.
2.1. Additivity and stability.
Definition 2.1. An 〈s〉-〈s〉 double coset is said to be additive if it
contains a minimal length representative d with the property that
l(sidsj) = l(d) + i+ j for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ ms − 1.
An 〈s〉-〈s〉 double coset 〈s〉 d 〈s〉 is said to be centralizing if for all
w ∈ 〈s〉 d 〈s〉, T˜sT˜w,B = T˜w,BT˜s.
The additivity as defined is not a useful definition for larger parabolic
subgroups WJ for J ⊆ S and |J | > 1. In fact, in this case even Coxeter
groups do not have many additive double cosets (see the remarks above
about the result of Howlett).
Unlike the situation for finite Coxeter groups, these are not the only
possibilities for 〈s〉-〈s〉 double cosets in W . For instance, in the case of
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complex reflection groups we do not have that d ∈ ZW (s) =⇒ T˜d,B ∈
ZH(s). Also, if d 6∈ ZW (WJ) it does not imply that 〈s〉 d 〈s〉 is additive.
However, despite the extra classes of 〈s〉-〈s〉 double cosets — those
that are neither additive nor centralizing — the additive double cosets
nevertheless form a significant case. For instance, in the infinite family
G(r, 1, n) there are a total of rn−2(n − 1 + r)(n − 1)! 〈t〉-〈t〉 double
cosets, of which rn−2(n− 1)(n− 1)! are additive (12).
If the double coset 〈s〉 d 〈s〉 is additive, then we have an explicit
listing of its elements
(3) 〈s〉 d 〈s〉 = {sidsj | 0 ≤ i, j < ms}
and of course by definition of additivity, l(sidsj) = l(d)+ i+ j for each
0 ≤ i, j ≤ ms − 1. Thus such a double coset has exactly m
2
s elements.
If the double coset 〈s〉 d 〈s〉 is centralizing then d ∈ ZW (s) and
〈s〉 d 〈s〉 = {dsi | 0 ≤ i < ms}.
Lemma 2.2. Let H be the Hecke algebra of the complex reflection
group G, with reduced basis B, and let 〈s〉 d 〈s〉 be a double coset in G
for s ∈ S.
If 〈s〉 d 〈s〉 is additive and T˜siT˜d,BT˜sj = T˜sidsj ,B for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤
ms − 1, then 〈s〉 d 〈s〉 is stable with respect to B.
Proof. This is clear from the definitions and from (3). 
Given a fixed reduced basis for the Hecke algebra, the basic tac-
tic is to find relations among the coefficients of these basis elements
in an element of the centralizer. That is, if B is a reduced basis
for H, then h ∈ ZH(T˜s) may be written as an R-linear combination
h =
∑
w∈W rw,BT˜w,B. Our question is, what relationships among coef-
ficients rw,B are necessary or sufficient for h to centralize T˜s?
2.2. Coefficient relations. In this subsection we provide some rela-
tionships in the case that the 〈s〉-〈s〉 double coset is stable and additive.
We start by proving a Lemma that gives a symmetry feature of cen-
tralizer elements in common with those of Hecke algebras of Coxeter
groups.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that H is a Hecke algebra of a complex re-
flection group with basis B satisfying T˜siT˜d,BT˜sj = T˜sidsj ,B for any
1 ≤ i, j ≤ ms − 1, where 〈s〉 d 〈s〉 is additive with d its minimal length
representative. Write n = ms.
If h =
∑
w∈W rw,BT˜w,B ∈ ZH(T˜s), then
rsidsj ,B = rsjdsi ,B
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for any 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1.
Proof. We will prove this by induction, treating two separate cases
simultaneously. The general approach is to check the coefficients of an
element T˜w,B in both T˜sh and hT˜s. These should of course be equal,
since h commutes with T˜s.
An important part of the approach is to restrict our attention to the
〈s〉-〈s〉 double coset containing d. This is possible because the dou-
ble coset is stable with respect to the basis B of H (Lemma 2.2).
This restriction allows us to consider instead of the whole of h =∑
w∈W rw,BT˜w,B just the sum∑
w∈〈s〉d〈s〉
rw,BT˜w,B
of terms from the double coset, since the product of T˜s with any of
these terms is a linear combination of terms from within the same
double coset (see the definition of a stable basis Definition 1.3). This
idea was used in the symmetric group case by R. Dipper and G. James
(7, (2.4)), and in the finite Coxeter group case in (8, (3.1)).
To simplify notation in the remainder of this proof, we will omit
reference to the basis B in the subscripts, writing rw for rw,B and T˜w
for T˜w,B.
In what will become the first step in our induction, we will check the
coefficient of T˜d in both T˜sh and hT˜s. Of course, the coefficient must
be the same in each as h ∈ ZH(T˜s). In T˜sh, T˜d will appear only in the
product T˜sT˜sn−1d, and there with coefficient rsn−1d. In hT˜s similarly,
T˜d will appear only in the product T˜dsn−1T˜s, and there with coefficient
rdsn−1. Thus,
(4) rdsn−1 = rsn−1d.
Now suppose for the purposes of induction on k that for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ k,
we have
rsidsn−1 = rsn−1dsi(I)
and
rsidsj = rsjdsi(II)
When k = 0, (I) is the case shown above in (4), and (II) is trivial. We
need to show (I) and (II) for when i and j are allowed to be k + 1.
In the case of (I), we need to show rsk+1dsn−1 = rsn−1dsk+1 . Consider
the coefficient of T˜sk+1d in T˜sh and hT˜s. In T˜sh, T˜sk+1d appears in the
products T˜sT˜skd and T˜sT˜sn−1d, giving the coefficient rskd+ ξk+1rsn−1d.
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In hT˜s, it appears only in T˜sk+1dsn−1T˜s, giving the coefficient rsk+1dsn−1.
Equating the two gives
rsk+1dsn−1 = rskd + ξk+1rsn−1d.(5a)
On the other hand, if we consider the coefficient of T˜dsk+1 in both T˜sh
and hT˜s, we obtain the symmetrical equation:
rsn−1dsk+1 = rdsk + ξk+1rdsn−1 .(5b)
Now rdsn−1 = rsn−1d by (4), and rdsk = rskd by induction hypothesis
(II), so we have
(6) rsk+1dsn−1 = rsn−1dsk+1 ,
which proves (I) in the k + 1 case.
In the case of (II), we need to show that if one of i or j are set to be
k + 1, we still have rsidsj = rsjdsi (if both are k + 1 the statement is
trivial). That is, we need to show rsidsk+1 = rsk+1dsi where i ≤ k.
Consider the coefficient of T˜si+1dsk+1 in T˜sh and hT˜s. In T˜sh, it
appears in the products T˜sT˜sidsk+1 and T˜sT˜sn−1dsk+1 , and in hT˜s it
appears in T˜si+1dsk T˜s and T˜si+1dsn−1T˜s, resulting in the equation:
rsidsk+1 + ξi+1rsn−1dsk+1 = rsi+1dsk + ξk+1rsi+1dsn−1 .(7a)
Now if i = k we have ξi+1rsn−1dsk+1 = ξk+1rsi+1dsn−1 by (I), and (7a)
then yields rskdsk+1 = rsk+1dsk . Thus we may suppose i < k. Now
consider the coefficient of T˜si+1dsk+1 in T˜sh and hT˜s. We obtain a
relation symmetric to the above:
rsk+1dsi + ξi+1rsk+1dsn−1 = rskdsi+1 + ξk+1rsn−1dsi+1 .(7b)
From (I) we have rsn−1dsk+1 = rsk+1dsn−1 and rsi+1dsn−1 = rsn−1dsi+1 ,
and from our induction hypothesis (II) we have rsi+1dsk = rskdsi+1
(remembering we have been able to assume i < k). Thus we can
conclude
rsidsk+1 = rsk+1dsi
and therefore by induction that for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1 we have rsidsj =
rsjdsi . 
The following theorem allows one to determine exactly the coeffi-
cients of terms in an element of the centralizer of T˜s when the relevant
double-coset is additive (see Definition 2.1), and when the algebra has
an s-stable basis.
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Theorem 2.4. Let H be the Hecke algebra of the complex reflection
group W considered over R. Suppose that H is free as an R-module
with reduced basis B = {T˜w,B | w ∈ W}, and consider the double coset
〈s〉 d 〈s〉, for s one of the standard generators of W with order ms = n.
For simplicity and without ambiguity, write ξi for ξs,i.
If 〈s〉 d 〈s〉 is additive with d the unique distinguished element and B
satisfies T˜siT˜d,BT˜sj = T˜sidsj ,B for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ms − 1, then the sum∑
0≤i,j<n
rsidsj ,BT˜sidsj ,B with rsidsj ,B ∈ R is in ZH(T˜s) if and only if the
coefficients satisfy the following:
(8) rsidsj ,B = rsjdsi ,B with 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1
and for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1,
(9)
rsidsj ,B =


rdsi+j ,B +
i−1∑
k=0
(
ξi−krdsj+k ,B − ξj+k+1rdsi−k−1,B
)
i+ j < n,
rdsi+j−n ,B+ξi+j−n+1rdsn−1,B+
n−j−2∑
k=0
(
ξi−krdsj+k ,B − ξj+k+1rdsi−k−1,B
) otherwise.
Proof. We begin by supposing that h ∈ ZH(T˜s), and show that the
given relations hold. The symmetry statement (8) has already been
shown in Lemma 2.3. As with the proof of Lemma 2.3, we drop refer-
ence to the basis B in the subscripts for the sake of readability.
Firstly, we deal with the case where i or j is n − 1. By Lemma
2.3 it suffices to prove the case for just one, say i = n − 1. Consider
the coefficients of T˜dsj in T˜sh and in hT˜s. They must be equal since
h commutes with T˜s. The only occurrence of T˜dsj in T˜sh is in the
product T˜sT˜sn−1dsj , and has coefficient rsn−1dsj . The only occurrences
of T˜dsj in hT˜s are in the products T˜dsj−1 T˜s and T˜dsn−1T˜s, and so it has
coefficient rdsj−1 + ξjrdsn−1 . Thus,
(10) rsn−1dsj = rdsj−1 + ξjrdsn−1 ,
and this gives the case when i = n− 1.
Now we need to deal with the case where i and j are neither 0 nor
n−1. We will show that rsidsj may be written as a linear combination
of rsi−1dsj+1 , rsn−1dsj+1 and rsidsn−1 . A sequence of such steps (re-
writing rsi−1dsj+1 repeatedly) will complete the result.
Compare the coefficient of T˜sidsj+1 in T˜sh and hT˜s. In T˜sh it occurs in
terms T˜sT˜si−1dsj+1 and T˜sT˜sn−1dsj+1 , giving a coefficient of rsi−1dsj+1+
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ξirsn−1dsj+1 . In hT˜s it occurs in terms T˜sidsj T˜s and T˜sidsn−1T˜s, giving
a coefficient of rsidsj + ξj+1rsidsn−1 . Thus we have
rsi−1dsj+1 + ξirsn−1dsj+1 = rsidsj + ξj+1rsidsn−1 .
This we can re-write (using (10)) to give
rsidsj = rsi−1dsj+1 + (ξirsn−1dsj+1 − ξj+1rsidsn−1)
= rsi−1dsj+1 + ξi(rdsj + ξj+1rdsn−1)− ξj+1(rdsi−1 + ξirdsn−1)
= rsi−1dsj+1 + ξirdsj − ξj+1rdsi−1 .(11)
An elementary induction using (11) as the base step then shows that
for 1 ≤ m ≤ min(i, n− j − 1) we have
(12) rsidsj = rsi−mdsj+m +
m−1∑
k=0
(ξi−krdsj+k − ξj+k+1rdsi−k−1) .
We then have two cases depending on whether i ≤ n− j − 1 (the case
i+ j < n) or otherwise. If i ≤ n− j − 1 then i = min(i, n− j − 1) so
setting m = i in (12) gives the first part of (9). If on the other hand
n− j − 1 < i (i+ j ≥ n) then setting m = n− j − 1 in (12) gives:
(13) rsidsj = rsi+j+1−ndsn−1 +
n−j−2∑
k=0
(ξi−krdsj+k − ξj+k+1rdsi−k−1) .
Combining this with the fact that
(14) rsi+j+1−ndsn−1 = rsn−1dsi+j+1−n = rdsi+j−n + ξi+j+1−nrdsn−1 ,
by (10), gives the second case of (9) and the forward direction is com-
plete.
It remains to show the reverse implication: that an element whose
coefficients satisfy (8) and (9) must centralize T˜s. To show an element
commutes with T˜s, we may restrict our attention to those elements
from a given 〈s〉-〈s〉 double coset.
We proceed in a very similar vein to the forward direction. Suppose
h ∈ H has expression in terms of the basis B with coefficients satisfying
the relations given in the Theorem statement. We will show that the
coefficient of any given T˜w in hT˜s is equal to the coefficient of T˜w in
T˜sh. As before, we will need to look at different cases of w, and will
need only look at a particular 〈s〉-〈s〉 double coset. That is, we will
take h to be a linear combination of elements of a double coset:
h =
∑
0≤i,j≤n−1
rsidsj T˜sidsj
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where d is a minimal length 〈s〉-〈s〉 double coset representative. As-
suming coefficients satisfy (8) and (9), and using the symmetry rela-
tion (8) to collect terms in the first summation below, we then have
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1:
h =rdT˜d +
n−1∑
i=1
rdsi(T˜dsi + T˜sid)+
∑
i+j<n
(
rdsi+j +
i−1∑
k=0
(ξi−krdsj+k − ξj+k+1rdsi−k−1)
)
T˜sidsj+
∑
i+j≥n
(
rdsi+j−n + ξi+j−n+1rdsn−1 +
n−j−2∑
k=0
(ξi−krdsj+k − ξj+k+1rdsi−k−1)
)
T˜sidsj .
(15)
We start as before by looking at the coefficient of T˜dsj (j > 0) in
both hT˜s and T˜sh.
In T˜sh we will have such terms arising in products T˜sT˜sn−1dsj with
coefficient ξ0 = 1, so its coefficient will be rsn−1dsj = rdsj−1 + ξjrdsn−1
(since the coefficients in h satisfy equations (8) and (9)). In hT˜s
such terms will arise in the products T˜dsj−1T˜s with coefficient 1 and
in T˜dsn−1T˜s with coefficient ξj. Thus its coefficient in hT˜s will be
1(rdsj−1) + ξj(rdsn−1) as it is in T˜sh.
Now we must show that the coefficients of terms of form T˜sidsj for
i, j ≥ 1 are the same in both hT˜s and T˜sh.
Begin by supposing i+j ≤ n, and consider the coefficient of the term
T˜sidsj in hT˜s. This term will arise through the products T˜sidsj−1T˜s with
coefficient 1, and T˜sidsn−1T˜s with coefficient ξj. We have i+(j−1) < n
and i+ (n− 1) ≥ n and so our coefficient of T˜sidsj in hT˜s is:
1
(
rdsi+j−1 +
i−1∑
k=0
(ξi−krdsj−1+k − ξj+krdsi−k−1)
)
+ ξj(rdsi−1 + ξirdsn−1)
= rdsi+j−1 + ξi (rdsj−1 + ξjrdsn−1) +
i−1∑
k=1
(ξi−krdsj−1+k − ξj+krdsi−k−1) .
Correspondingly, the coefficient of T˜sidsj in T˜sh will arise in the prod-
ucts T˜sT˜si−1dsj with coefficient 1, and T˜sT˜sn−1dsj with coefficient ξi.
This gives a coefficient of
rdsi−1+j +
i−2∑
k=0
(ξi−k−1rdsj+k − ξj+k+1rdsi−k−2) + ξi (rdsj−1 + ξjrdsn−1)
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(noting that when i = n−1,
∑n−j−2
k=0 (ξi−krdsj+k − ξj+k+1rdsi−k−1) = 0).
This simplifies to the above coefficient in hT˜s.
It remains to show that the coefficients of T˜sidsj in T˜sh and hT˜s
are equal when i + j > n. Again this term arises in the products
T˜sidsj−1T˜s with coefficient 1, and T˜sidsn−1T˜s with coefficient ξj. This
time, i+ (j − 1) and i+ (n− 1) are both ≥ n, and so our coefficient of
T˜sidsj in hT˜s is:
(16)
rdsi+j−1−n + ξi+j−nrdsn−1 +
n−j−1∑
k=0
(ξi−krdsj+k−1 − ξj+krdsi−k−1) +
ξj (rdsi−1 + ξirdsn−1) .
Similarly, the coefficient in T˜sh is from the term’s appearance in the
product T˜sT˜si−1dsj with coefficient 1 and T˜sT˜sn−1dsj with coefficient ξi.
Since the coefficient in h satisfy the symmetry relation (8), rsi−1dsj =
rsjdsi−1 and rsn−1dsj = rsjdsn−1 . Thus the coefficient of T˜sidsj in T˜sh
is
(17) rdsi+j−1−n + ξi+j−nrdsn−1 +
n−i−1∑
k=0
(ξj−krdsi+k−1 − ξi+krdsj−k−1) +
ξi (rdsj−1 + ξjrdsn−1) .
A careful check of these summations shows that the expressions (16)
and (17) are equal. It follows that hT˜s = T˜sh and the proof is complete.

Remark 1. Theorem 2.4 is a generalization of (7, Lemma (2.4)) and (8,
Lemma (3.1)) to generators of order greater than or equal to 2.
Theorem 2.4 has as a consequence an s-conjugacy class analogue of
results (due to Ram (16) in type A and Geck and Pfeiffer (13) for
general finite Coxeter groups) which state that coefficients of terms in
central elements of a Hecke algebra can be written as linear combina-
tions of coefficients of shortest elements of conjugacy classes. Note that
all the coefficients on the right hand side of equations (9) are shortest
in their s-conjugacy classes.
However there is an important distinction between generators of or-
der two and higher here. In a double coset of a generator of order
two the shortest elements all either appear on the right hand side of
the equations in the Theorem statement, or they are accounted for
by Lemma 2.3. This forces all coefficients of minimal length elements
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to be equal. When the generator has higher order, not all minimal
elements are accounted for in this way, and so not all corresponding
coefficients are equal. For instance, if s3 = 1 and 〈s〉 d 〈s〉 is additive,
then {ds2, s2d, sds} are all shortest elements of the same s-conjugacy
class but rsds is dependent on other coefficients: rsds = rds2+ξ1rds−ξ2rd
(see equation (9) in Theorem 2.4).
Note that the coefficients of the rw in the right hand sides of the
expressions for rsidsj in Theorem 2.4 are 1 if and only if w is s-conjugate
to sidsj.
Corollary 2.5. LetH be the Hecke algebra of a finite complex reflection
group W with reduced basis B, and s ∈ S.
If 〈s〉 d 〈s〉 is additive and B satisfies T˜siT˜d,BT˜sj = T˜sidsj ,B for any
1 ≤ i, j ≤ ms−1 (or centralizing with T˜siT˜d,B = T˜sid,B for any 1 ≤ i ≤
ms−1), then the coefficient rw,B for w ∈ 〈s〉 d 〈s〉 of any T˜w,B appearing
in an element h of ZH(T˜s) may be written as an R-linear combination
of the coefficients of shortest elements of s-conjugacy classes in h.
Proof. The centralizing case is trivial as in this case each w ∈ 〈s〉 d 〈s〉
is itself shortest in its (singleton) conjugacy class. The additive case is
immediate from the Theorem, by inspection of the right hand side of
equations (9). 
2.3. Basis elements. We collect here sufficient conditions for a set to
be an integral basis of a centralizer of a parabolic subalgebra. Suppose
H is the Hecke algebra of a complex reflection group W , with standard
generating set S.
Proposition 2.6. Let W be a finite complex reflection group with r
J-conjugacy classes (for J ⊆ S), whose Hecke algebra H is a free R-
module with reduced basis B = {T˜w,B | w ∈ W}.
We assume the existence of a set of r “distinguished” reduced expres-
sions
M := {wi ∈ ηB(wi) | wi ∈ Ci ∈ cclJ(W )} ⊂ Red(S)
indexed by the J-conjugacy classes cclJ(W ) of W , together with rela-
tions
(18) R := {rg,B =
∑
w∈M
ag,wrw,B | ag,w ∈ R}
with the property that h =
∑
g∈W rg,B T˜g,B ∈ ZH(HJ) if and only if the
relations R hold.
Then there exists a set B = {b1, . . . , br} ⊆ ZH(HJ) satisfying
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(1) Each bi contains a term T˜wi,B for wi ∈ M with coefficient 1
which does not appear with non-zero coefficient in any other bj
(j 6= i),
(2) B is an R-basis for ZH(HJ).
Definition 2.7. Elements bi of B satisfying the properties of the the-
orem will be called J-class elements.
Proof. The assumption of the existence of the set M with the prop-
erties as declared means that an element of the centralizer is uniquely
determined by the values of its coefficients of elements T˜w,B corre-
sponding to the elements w of M. It also follows immediately from
the assumptions that any element of H whose coefficients satisfy the
relations rg,B =
∑
w∈M ag,wrw,B is in the centralizer. Thus setting
rw′,B = δw,w′ where w
′ runs over the elements of M, uniquely defines
an element of the centralizer corresponding to the element w ∈ M.
We will denote this element bi, corresponding to the element wi ∈ M
(which corresponds to the J-conjugacy class Ci).
We claim that the set B = {bi | Ci ∈ cclJ(W )} is the set whose
existence is asserted in the theorem. Claim (1) follows trivially from
the definition of bi. Note also that the linear independence of the set
B follows immediately from part (1) of the Claim. Thus it remains to
show that B spans ZH(HJ) over R.
Suppose h ∈ ZH(HJ), and write h with respect to B, h =
∑
g∈W rg,BT˜g,B
with rg,B ∈ R. Then we may write h =
∑
wi∈M
rwiT˜wi+
∑
T˜g∈B,g 6∈M
rg,BT˜g,B .
We then have that
h′ := h−
∑
1≤i≤r
rwibi ∈ ZH(HJ),
however this new element h′ of the centralizer contains no terms from
M with non-zero coefficient. That is, for gi ∈M, the coefficient of T˜gi
in h′ is zero. It follows that h′ = 0 as all coefficients of terms T˜g,B in h
′
are linear combinations of the coefficients of the terms corresponding
to elements of M (which are all zero). Thus h =
∑
1≤i≤r rgibi, and so
is in spanR(B). Thus B is an R-basis for ZH(HJ). 
Corollary 2.8. If in addition we have the property that in the relations
(18) we have ag,w = 1 if and only if w and g are conjugate, and all
other ag,w′ specialize to zero, then the basis elements B specialize to
conjugacy class sums in the group algebra.
The scenario of Corollary 2.8 is, of course, the familiar situation in
which we find ourselves for the finite Coxeter groups, but also applies
for G4 (see Corollary 3.3 below).
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The Proposition and its Corollary are an attempt to formalize the
tools used to find such integral bases in real reflection groups in a way
which allows the generalization to complex reflection groups. In the
real case, the set M can be any selection of representatives of minimal
elements of the J-conjugacy classes. In the complex case it is necessary
to select more carefully, and it is not clear firstly whether such a set
exists in general and secondly if it does then whether there is a general
characterization of such distinguished terms.
3. Type G4
In this section we focus our attention on the Hecke algebra of the
complex reflection group G4. In Section 3.3, after introducing some
properties of the group and its associated Hecke algebra (Sections 3.1
and 3.2) we use the results of Section 2 to describe the centralizers
of the generators. In Section 3.4 we use these centralizer bases to
construct a basis for the centre. The principal difficulty in combining
the centralizer bases is that they are each with respect to different
bases for the Hecke algebra. In order to combine them into a basis for
the centre they need re-writing with respect to a common basis for H,
which we do in Section 3.3.1.
3.1. The Hecke algebra of type G4. The complex reflection group
G4 is generated by two pseudo-reflections S = {s, t}, each of order 3,
and who together satisfy the standard braid relation. That is,
G4 =
〈
s, t | s3 = t3 = 1, sts = tst
〉
.
The group can be represented by a Coxeter-type diagram as in (5) (see
Figure 2).
3 3
s t
3
Figure 2. Coxeter-type diagram of the group G4
The group has 24 elements and seven conjugacy classes:
{1}, {s, t, s2ts, sts2}, {s2, t2, s2t2s, st2s2}, {st, ts, t2st2, s2ts2},
{s2t2, t2s2, st2s, ts2t}, {ts2, s2t, st2, t2s, sts, s2t2s2}, {ststst}.
There are several useful relations among words in s and t:
sitjsk = tksjti for i, j, k ∈ {1, 2}, j = i and/or k.
The centralisers of the generators are ZG4(s) = {1, s, s
2, ts2t, t2st2, tststs}
and ZG4(t) = {1, t, t
2, st2s, s2ts2, tststs}, and the centre is Z(G4) =
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{1, ststst}. The 〈s〉-〈s〉 double coset representatives are {1, ts2t, t, t2}
and the 〈t〉-〈t〉 double coset representatives are {1, st2s, s, s2}.
Note that all 〈s〉-〈s〉 and 〈t〉-〈t〉 double cosets in G4 either centralize
s (resp. t) or are additive.
The Hecke algebra of G4 is the algebra generated over R = Z[ξ1, ξ2]
by {T˜s, T˜t} subject to the analogue of the braid relation and the order
relation
(19) T˜ 3x = 1 + ξ1T˜x + ξ2T˜x2
for x ∈ S. Note that since s and t are conjugate, ξs,i = ξt,i =: ξi.
3.2. Bases for the Hecke algebra. As noted in Section 1.2, differ-
ent reduced expressions for the same group element can yield different
elements of the algebra H. In what follows we will use two bases for H,
one appropriate to each of the centralizers ZH(T˜s) and ZH(T˜t). When
we proceed to find an integral basis for the centre of H we will have to
choose one of these. Thus, in order to study the centre we will need to
be able to transform between the bases.
Because for much of this section we will be representing basis ele-
ments by explicit reduced expressions, we will drop the reference to the
basis B from the notation where appropriate, writing for instance T˜s2ts
to represent T˜s2 T˜tT˜s instead of the more general T˜s2ts,B, which refers
to the reduced expression in the basis B that corresponds to the group
element s2ts.
The bases we will use are as follows.
The sts basis:
Bsts = {T˜1, T˜s, T˜t, T˜s2 , T˜t2 , T˜st, T˜ts, T˜st2 , T˜t2s, T˜s2t, T˜ts2 , T˜s2t2 , T˜t2s2 , T˜st2s,
T˜ts2t, T˜s2ts2 , T˜t2st2 , T˜ststst, T˜sts, T˜sts2 , T˜s2ts, T˜s2t2s, T˜st2s2, T˜s2t2s2},
and the tst basis:
Btst = {T˜1, T˜s, T˜t, T˜s2 , T˜t2 , T˜st, T˜ts, T˜st2 , T˜t2s, T˜s2t, T˜ts2 , T˜s2t2 , T˜t2s2 , T˜st2s,
T˜ts2t, T˜s2ts2 , T˜t2st2 , T˜ststst, T˜tst, T˜t2st, T˜tst2 , T˜ts2t2 , T˜t2s2t, T˜t2s2t2}.
Note that all but the last six elements of these bases are identical.
The last six elements of each basis are listed so that equal elements in
G4 correspond, but with different reduced expressions. For these we
will describe the transformations between bases.
Firstly, if w and w′ are two reduced expressions for the same group
element and w can be reached from w′ by repeated application of
the braid relation alone, then as mentioned above T˜w = T˜w′ (Subsec-
tion 1.2.3). This is the case for the first three of the remaining terms
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(Tsts = Ttst, Tsts2 = Tt2st, Ts2ts = Ttst2). For example,
T˜s2ts = T˜sT˜sT˜tT˜s = T˜sT˜tT˜sT˜t = T˜tT˜sT˜tT˜t = T˜tst2 .
The remaining relations, s2t2s = ts2t2, st2s2 = t2s2t, and s2t2s2 =
t2s2t2 are not so neatly transcribed to the Hecke algebra, as the trans-
formation needs the substitution of 1 = T˜ 3s −ξ2T˜s2−ξ1T˜s = T˜
3
t −ξ2T˜t2−
ξ1T˜t. For brevity, we omit the details, but the following relations can
easily be shown to hold:
T˜s2t2s − T˜ts2t2 = ξ2(T˜st2s − T˜ts2t) + ξ1(T˜t2s − T˜ts2),
(20)
T˜st2s2 − T˜t2s2t = ξ2(T˜st2s − T˜ts2t) + ξ1(T˜st2 − T˜s2t), and
T˜s2t2s2 − T˜t2s2t2 = ξ2(T˜s2ts2 − T˜t2st2) + ξ
2
2(T˜st2s − T˜ts2t)+
ξ1ξ2(T˜t2s − T˜s2t + T˜st2 − T˜ts2) + ξ1(T˜s − T˜t).
Remark 2. Note that these relations all agree with the ordering in
Proposition 1.2, which relates specifically to the Hecke algebras of
G(r, 1, n). It would be interesting to know whether this were true for
Hecke algebras of complex reflection groups wherever a reduced basis
exists.
Recall the definition of an x-stable basis, for x ∈ S (Definition 1.3).
For the Hecke algebra of G4, there is an x-stable basis for each x ∈ S
as follows (the proof involves elementary checking and is omitted).
Lemma 3.1. The Hecke algebra H of G4 has x-stable bases for each
x ∈ S. Bsts is an s-stable basis for H and Btst is a t-stable basis for
H.
This implies that all 〈s〉-〈s〉 and 〈t〉-〈t〉 double cosets in G4 are stable
with respect to Bsts and Btst respectively, and hence that the corre-
sponding double coset graphs are all trivial.
3.3. Centralizers in the Hecke algebra of type G4. The explicit
consequences of Corollary 2.8 for the group G4 are the following, noting
that the Hecke algebra H of G4 has an s-stable basis (Lemma 3.1), and
that every double coset 〈s〉 d 〈s〉 in G4 is either in the centralizer ZW (s)
or is additive.
Corollary 3.2. Let H be the Hecke algebra of G4, with respect to the
basis Bsts. Then h =
∑
w∈G4
rw,BstsT˜w,Bsts ∈ ZH(T˜s) if and only if the
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following relations hold:
[S1] rs2ts = rsts2 = rt + ξ1rts2
[S2] rs2t2s = rst2s2 = rt2 + ξ1rt2s2
[S3] rsts= rts2 + ξ1rts − ξ2rt
[S4] rst2s= rt2s2 + ξ1rt2s − ξ2rt2
[S5] rs2ts2 = rts + ξ2rts2
[S6] rs2t2s2 = rt2s + ξ2rt2s2
[S7] rst= rts
[S8] rst2 = rt2s
[S9] rs2t= rts2
[S10] rs2t2 = rt2s2
Proof. These relations follow from Theorem 2.4 because both of the
non-centralizing s-s double cosets are additive (d = t or t2). The first
six relations [S1] to [S6] follow from these two centralizing double cosets
and equations (9). The latter four [S7] - [S10] (and parts of the first two)
are the symmetric relations (8). 
This tells us that to find elements of the centralizer of T˜s in H all we
need do is set values for the coefficients of form rdsj for each j = 0, 1,
or 2 and d = t or t2. The elements of these forms — d, ds and ds2 —
are shortest elements of s-conjugacy classes.
Corollary 3.3. The centralizer ZH(T˜s) of a generator T˜s of the Hecke
algebra H of G4 has an integral basis indexed by the s-conjugacy classes
whose elements specialize to s-conjugacy class sums.
Proof. The relations given in Corollary 3.2 satisfy the requirements of
Proposition 2.6 and of Corollary 2.8, with distinguished set
M = {1, s, s2, ts2t, ts2ts, tststs} ∪ {t, ts, ts2, t2, t2s, t2s2}.
The Corollary follows. 
We have the following basis for the centralizer of T˜s in H.
Proposition 3.4. Let H be the Hecke algebra of the group G4, with
basis Bsts. The following elements together form an R-basis for ZH(T˜s):
(1) T˜1, (2) T˜s, (3) T˜s2, (4) T˜ts2t, (5) T˜ts2ts, (6) T˜tststs,
(7) T˜t + T˜s2ts + T˜sts2 − ξ2T˜sts, (8) T˜t2 + T˜s2t2s + T˜st2s2 − ξ2T˜st2s,
(9) T˜st + T˜ts + T˜s2ts2 + ξ1T˜sts, (10) T˜st2 + T˜t2s + T˜s2t2s2 + ξ1T˜st2s,
(11) T˜s2t + T˜ts2 + T˜sts + ξ1T˜s2ts + ξ1T˜sts2 + ξ2T˜s2ts2,
(12) T˜s2t2 + T˜t2s2 + T˜st2s + ξ1T˜s2t2s + ξ1T˜st2s2 + ξ2T˜s2t2s2.
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Proof. That elements (1) to (6) commute with T˜s is easily checked. In
fact, the first three are entirely trivial and the second three follow from
checking the fourth:
T˜ts2tT˜s = T˜tT˜sT˜sT˜tT˜s = T˜tT˜sT˜tT˜sT˜t = T˜sT˜tT˜sT˜sT˜t = T˜sT˜ts2t.
The remaining elements (7) to (12) all correspond to double cosets
which are additive (with distinguished elements t or t2), which means
that Corollary 3.2 applies. The coefficients in these elements all satisfy
the relations of Corollary 3.2, so are all in ZH(T˜s). They also each
specialize to an s-conjugacy class sum under ρ (recalling that ρ(ξ1) =
ρ(ξ2) = 0), and together with the first six they correspond to a complete
set of the twelve s-conjugacy classes in G4.
Finally, each contains at least one “distinguished” term which does
not appear in any other element. Thus the set satisfies the requirements
of Proposition 2.6 and so is an R-basis for ZH(T˜s). 
Note that the basis for ZH(T˜s) given above is in terms of the basis
Bsts for the Hecke algebra H. Exchanging each s in the theorem with t
and vice versa we obtain a basis for the centralizer of T˜t, however this
basis will now be in terms of the basis Btst for H:
Corollary 3.5. Let H be the Hecke algebra of G4, with respect to
Btst. The following elements together form an R-basis for ZH(T˜t):
(1) T˜1, (2) T˜t, (3) T˜t2, (4) T˜st2s, (5) T˜s2ts2, (6) T˜ststst.
(7) T˜s + T˜t2st + T˜tst2 − ξ2T˜tst, (8) T˜s2 + T˜t2s2t + T˜ts2t2 − ξ2T˜ts2t,
(9) T˜ts + T˜st + T˜t2st2 + ξ1T˜tst, (10) T˜ts2 + T˜s2t + T˜t2s2t2 + ξ1T˜ts2t,
(11) T˜t2s + T˜st2 + T˜tst + ξ1T˜t2st + ξ1T˜tst2 + ξ2T˜t2st2,
(12) T˜t2s2 + T˜s2t2 + T˜ts2t + ξ1T˜t2s2t + ξ1T˜ts2t2 + ξ2T˜t2s2t2.
3.3.1. Re-writing bases for centralizers. As noted previously, we would
like to combine the information we have about the centralizers ZH(T˜s)
and ZH(T˜t) to obtain a basis for the centre, and for this reason we need
to write both bases with respect to the same basis for H. Making an
arbitrary (though alphabetically pleasing) choice, we will write both in
terms of Bsts, meaning we now need to transform the basis for ZH(T˜t)
(given with respect to Btst) into the basis Bsts, and we will use the
relations found in Section 3.3.
We omit the computations and summarize the results as follows:
Proposition 3.6. Let H be the Hecke algebra of G4 with basis Bsts.
An R-basis for ZH(T˜t) is the set consisting of:
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(1) T˜1, (2) T˜st2s, (3) T˜t, (4) T˜s2ts2, (5) T˜t2, (6) T˜ststst,
(7) T˜s + T˜sts2 + T˜s2ts − ξ2T˜sts, (8) T˜ts + T˜st + T˜t2st2 + ξ1T˜sts,
(9) T˜t2s + T˜st2 + T˜sts + ξ1T˜sts2 + ξ1T˜s2ts + ξ2T˜t2st2,
(10) T˜s2 + T˜st2s2 + T˜s2t2s + ξ1T˜sts + ξ2T˜ts2t + ξ1ξ2T˜t2st2 + ξ1(T˜s2t +
T˜ts2) + ξ
2
1(T˜sts2 + T˜s2ts),
(11) T˜ts2 + T˜s2t+ T˜s2t2s2 + ξ1ξ2(T˜s2t+ T˜ts2)+ (ξ1+ ξ
2
2)T˜ts2t+ ξ2(1+
ξ1ξ2)T˜t2st2 + ξ1(1 + ξ1ξ2)(T˜sts2 + T˜s2ts),
(12) T˜t2s2 + T˜s2t2 + T˜ts2t + ξ1ξ2T˜ts2t + ξ
2
1ξ2T˜t2st2 + ξ
2
1 T˜sts + (ξ
2
1 −
ξ2)(T˜s2t + T˜ts2) + ξ
3
1(T˜sts2 + T˜s2ts) + ξ1(T˜st2s2 + T˜s2t2s).
Proof. It suffices to check the conditions of Proposition 2.6. That each
of these centralizes T˜t follows from their construction. They each also
specialize to a t-class sum in the group algebra. It thus remains to
check that each contains a distinguished element.
The first six terms are all singletons, and a quick check reveals they
appear nowhere else (we removed them in preceding calculations). For
the remaining terms, the following elements respectively are distin-
guished: T˜s, T˜ts or T˜st, T˜t2s or T˜st2 , T˜s2, T˜s2t2s2 , and T˜t2s2 or T˜s2t2 . 
Wemay now use the existence of this basis (with distinguished terms)
for ZH(T˜t) to determine necessary and sufficient relations between co-
efficients of terms in an element of the centralizer, with respect to the
sts-basis: relations obtained via Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 3.2 (mod-
ified by symmetry to be for ZH(T˜t)) are with respect to Btst.
Corollary 3.7. Let H be the Hecke algebra of G4 with basis Bsts. The
following group elements are distinguished (in the sense of 2.6) in ele-
ments of the centralizer ZH(T˜t):
M = {1, s, s2, t, t2, st, st2, s2t2, st2s, s2ts2, s2t2s2, ststst}.
Coefficients of remaining terms satisfy the following dependency rela-
tions on the coefficients of the distinguished terms:
[T1] rs2ts = rsts2 = rs + ξ1rst2 + ξ
2
1rs2 + ξ
3
1rs2t2 + ξ1(1 + ξ1ξ2)rs2t2s2
[T2] rs2t2s = rst2s2 = rs2 + ξ1rs2t2
[T3] rsts= rst2 + ξ1rst + ξ1rs2 + ξ
2
1rs2t2 − ξ2rs
[T4] rts2t= ξ2rs2 + (1 + ξ1ξ2)rs2t2 + (ξ1 + ξ
2
2)rs2t2s2
[T5] rt2st2 = rst + ξ2rst2 + ξ1ξ2rs2 + ξ
2
1ξ2rs2t2 + ξ2(1 + ξ1ξ2)rs2t2s2
[T6] rts2 = rs2t= ξ1rs2 + (1 + ξ1ξ2)rs2t2s2 + (ξ
2
1 − ξ2)rs2t2
[T7] rst= rts
[T8] rst2 = rt2s
[T9] rs2t= rts2
[T10] rs2t2 = rt2s2.
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Proposition 3.6 and Corollary 3.7 exhibit an important departure
from the analogy with the Hecke algebras of finite Coxeter groups.
The distinguished terms in Bsts for ZH(T˜s) (Cor. 3.2) and Btst for
ZH(T˜t) all were predictable shortest elements of s-conjugacy (resp. t-
conjugacy) classes. The relations among coefficients all preserved a
dependency order consistent with the length function (even though the
positivity found in the Coxeter group case is lost). Once we convert
the ZH(T˜t)-basis to being with respect to Bsts, we lose this dependency
order. Note that for instance s2t2s2 is a distinguished term, and it is
certainly not shortest in its t-conjugacy class {ts2, s2t, s2t2s2}.
3.4. The centre of the Hecke algebra.
3.4.1. Via coefficient relationships. We can combine the coefficient re-
lationships in Corollaries 3.2 and 3.7 to find necessary and sufficient
relationships among coefficients of a central element. Hecke algebra
elements whose coefficients with respect to Bsts satisfy all the rela-
tionships for s and t class elements must be in both centralizers and
therefore the centre.
Theorem 3.8. Let H be the Hecke algebra of G4 with basis Bsts. An
element h =
∑
w∈G4
rw,BstsT˜w,Bsts is in Z(H) if and only if the following
relationships hold between coefficients rw,Bsts (writing each w as an
explicit reduced expression):
[C1] rs2t = rts2 = (1 + ξ1ξ2)rt2s + ξ1rs2 + ξ1(ξ1 + ξ
2
2)rt2s2
[C2] rsts= rt2s + ξ1rts + ξ
2
1rt2s2 + ξ1rs2 − ξ2rs
[C3] rt= rs + ξ1rt2s + ξ1ξ2rt2s2
[C4] rs2ts = rsts2 = rs + ξ1(2 + ξ1ξ2)rt2s + ξ
2
1rs2 + ξ1(ξ2 + ξ1ξ
2
2 + ξ
2
1)rt2s2
[C5] rst2s= (1− ξ1ξ
2
2)rt2s2 + ξ1(1− ξ2)rt2s − ξ2rs
[C6] rts2t= (1 + 2ξ1ξ2 + ξ
2
2)rt2s2 + ξ2rs2 + (ξ1 + ξ
2
2)rt2s
[C7] rs2ts2 = rts + ξ2(1 + ξ1ξ2)rt2s + ξ1ξ2rs2 + ξ1ξ2(ξ1 + ξ
2
2)rt2s2
[C8] rt2st2 = rts + ξ2(2 + ξ1ξ2)rt2s + ξ1ξ2rs2 + ξ2(ξ2 + ξ1ξ
2
2 + ξ
2
1)rt2s2
[C9] rs2t2s = rst2s2 = rs2 + ξ1rt2s2
[C10] rt2 = rs2
[C11] rs2t2s2 = rt2s + ξ2rt2s2
[C12] rst= rts
[C13] rst2 = st2s
[C14] rs2t2 = st2s2.
The set M = {1, s, s2, ts, t2s, t2s2, tststs} forms a distinguished set in
the sense of Proposition 2.6. Consequently, Z(H) has an R-basis.
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Proof. These all follow from the relations for coefficients in elements of
ZH(T˜s) and ZH(T˜t), given in Corollaries 3.2 and 3.7. Thus, they are
necessary for centrality.
[C1] follows from substituting [S6] into [T6]. [C2] is [T3] with [T9]. [C3]
follows from [S3], [C2] and [C1]. [C4] follows from [T1] and [S6]. [C5] follows
from [S3] and [C3]. [C6] follows from [T4] and [S6]. [C7] follows from [S5]
and [C1]. [C8] follows from [T5] and [S6]. [C9] is [T2]. [C10] follows from [S2]
and [T2]. [C11] is [S6].
This implies the existence of an R-basis for Z(H) by Proposition 2.6.
The relations are sufficient for centrality because of the existence of an
R-basis whose elements are defined by [C1] to [C14]. That is, if h ∈ H
has coefficients satisfying relations [C1] to [C14] then it can be written
as a linear combination of the basis elements, and hence is central. 
Because the relationships of the theorem are sufficient conditions for
centrality, we may obtain a central element for each w ∈M by setting
rw = 1 and rw′ = 0 if w
′ ∈ M \ {w}, as in the proof of Proposition
2.6. We thus obtain an integral basis for Z(H):
Corollary 3.9. The set B = {b1, . . . , b7} forms an R-basis for the
centre of the Hecke algebra of G4, where
b1 = T˜1,
b2 = T˜ststst,
b3 = T˜s + T˜t + Ts2ts + T˜sts2 − ξ2Tsts.
b4 = T˜ts + T˜st + T˜s2ts2 + T˜t2st2 + ξ1T˜sts
b5 = T˜s2 + T˜t2 + T˜st2s2 + T˜s2t2s + ξ
2
1(T˜sts2 + T˜s2ts) + ξ1(T˜s2t + T˜ts2)+
ξ1T˜sts + ξ2(T˜ts2t − T˜st2s) + ξ1ξ2(T˜t2st2 + T˜s2ts2).
b6 = T˜ts2 + T˜s2t + T˜sts + T˜st2 + T˜t2s + T˜s2t2s2 + ξ2T˜t2st2 + ξ
2
2 T˜ts2t + ξ1T˜t+
(2ξ1 + ξ
2
1ξ2)(T˜s2ts + T˜sts2) + ξ1ξ2(T˜ts2 + T˜s2t) + ξ1(T˜st2s + T˜ts2t)+
ξ2(1 + ξ1ξ2)(T˜s2ts2 + T˜t2st2).
b7 = T˜ts2t + T˜s2t2 + T˜t2s2 + T˜st2s + ξ2T˜s2t2s2 + ξ1(ξ1 + ξ
2
2)(T˜ts2 + T˜s2t)+
ξ1(ξ
2
1 + ξ2 + ξ1ξ
2
2)(T˜sts2 + T˜s2ts) + ξ1(T˜st2s2 + T˜s2t2s) + ξ1ξ2T˜t+
ξ21 T˜sts + ξ2(2ξ1 + ξ
2
2)T˜ts2t + ξ2(ξ2 + ξ
2
1 + ξ1ξ
2
2)T˜t2st2+
ξ1ξ2(ξ1 + ξ
2
2)T˜s2ts2.
Proof. The sets B andM and the relations among coefficients all satisfy
the requirements of Proposition 2.6, by our construction. 
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3.4.2. Via bases for centralizers. In (8), an algorithm was given for con-
structing “minimal” central elements from “minimal” basis elements of
the set of centralizers of generators in the context of Hecke algebras of
finite Coxeter groups. We have not introduced a partial order or pos-
itive cone in the context of the Hecke algebras of complex reflection
groups but these centralizer basis elements are analogous to the min-
imal basis of the real reflection group case. Indeed, central elements
can be constructed from the bases for the centralizers in much the same
way, however it does not appear at this stage that this construction is
algorithmic.
In Figures 3 to 7 the class elements b3 to b7 are represented by dia-
grams whose nodes are the terms of the element (including coefficients)
and whose edges connect terms in the same s-class (or t-class) element.
Dashed lines connect elements in a common t-class element, while solid
lines connect elements in an s-class element. In some cases elements
cancel each other out, and these pairs are shown by being joined by a
double-dashed line “===”.
T˜s T˜t
−ξ2T˜sts
T˜s2ts T˜sts2
Figure
3. Diagram
for the central
basis element
b3 in type G4
(Corollary 3.2).
T˜ts T˜st
ξ1Tsts
T˜s2ts2 T˜t2st2
Figure
4. Diagram
for the central
basis element
b4 in type G4
(Corollary 3.2).
4. Types G(r, 1, n)
In this section we study the Hecke algebras of the family of groups
G(r, 1, n). Here not all double cosets are stable and it is necessary to
consider the H-double coset graph, as introduced in Section 1.4. We
describe completely the H-double coset graph when n = 2 in Section
4.2, and give integral bases for centralizers and the centre of the Hecke
algebra of type G(4, 1, 2) in Section 4.3.
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T˜s2 T˜t2
ξ2T˜ts2t (T˜st2s2 + T˜s2t2s) −ξ2T˜st2s
ξ1ξ2T˜t2st2 ξ
2
1
(T˜sts2 + T˜s2ts) ξ1ξ2T˜s2ts2
ξ1(T˜s2t + T˜ts2)
ξ1T˜sts
Figure 5. Diagram for the central basis element b5 in
type G4 (Corollary 3.2).
4.1. Reduced expressions and relations. The generators and rela-
tions for the group G(r, 1, n) are given in Section 1.1, and a Coxeter-
type diagram is given in Figure 1. The Hecke algebra here is defined
over the ring R = Z[ξt,i, ξs | 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1]; all {si | 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} are
conjugate so that the parameters ξsi =: ξs are equal.
Two elements of W are said to be weakly braid equivalent ((2)) if
they can be transformed into each other using just the braid relations
and the relation s1t
as1t
b = tbs1t
as1.
Lemma 4.1 ((2, (1.5))). A reduced expression for any element of
G(r, 1, n) is weakly braid equivalent to a (reduced) word of form
(21) t0,a0 . . . tn−1,an−1σ
where 0 ≤ ai ≤ r − 1, tk,ai := sk . . . s1t
ai for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and σ ∈ Sn
is reduced.
We will set the basis for H to be the set B = {T˜w,B} with w in the
form of (21). As with G4, we will simplify notation by omitting refer-
ence to the basis B in the subscript of a Hecke algebra term when the
reduced expression is given explicitly. To find bases for the centralizers
with our approach we first need to establish which double cosets are
stable, and of those, which are centralizing, additive, or neither. The
following will be useful:
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T˜ts2 T˜s2t T˜sts T˜st2 T˜t2s
ξ2T˜s2ts2 T˜s2t2s2 ξ1T˜st2s
(ξ1 + ξ
2
2
)T˜ts2t ξ1(T˜sts2 + T˜s2ts) ξ2T˜t2st2
ξ2(1 + ξ1ξ2)T˜t2st2 ξ1(T˜sts2 + T˜s2ts) ξ1T˜t
ξ2
1
ξ2(T˜sts2 + T˜s2ts) −ξ1ξ2T˜sts
ξ1ξ2(T˜ts2 + T˜s2t) ξ1ξ
2
2
T˜s2ts2 ξ1ξ2T˜sts
Figure 6. Diagram for the central basis element b6 in
type G4 (Corollary 3.2).
Lemma 4.2 ((2, (2.2))). Let H be the Hecke algebra of G(r, 1, n). Then
(22) T˜s1T˜ta T˜s1 T˜tb = T˜tb T˜s1T˜taT˜s1 + ξs
b∑
i=1
(T˜ a+b−it T˜s1T˜ti − T˜ti T˜s1T˜
a+b−i
t )
for 1 ≤ a ≤ r − 1 and 0 ≤ b ≤ r − 1.
Note that when a+b ≤ r, all terms on the right hand side of Eq. (22)
are reduced.
Lemma 4.3. Let H be the Hecke algebra of G(r, 1, n) with reduced basis
B. The double cosets 〈s1〉 t
as1t
b 〈s1〉 with a > 1 are stable with respect
to B if and only if b = 0 or 1.
Proof. In the case b = 0, the double coset is additive with distinguished
representative ta and the sum on the right hand side of Eq. (22) reduces
to elements of 〈s1〉 t
a 〈s1〉 (in the same double coset). Its additivity
together with Lemma 2.2 gives its stability.
In the case b = 1, the double coset is not additive. However the sum
on the right hand side of Eq. (22) has only one term T˜ at T˜s1 T˜t− T˜tT˜s1 T˜
a
t ,
which is in H〈s1〉tas1t〈s1〉. There are several sets of reduced expressions
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Tts2t Ts2t2 Tt2s2 Tst2s
ξ1ξ2T˜ts2t ξ1(T˜st2s2 + T˜s2t2s) ξ2T˜s2t2s2 ξ2(ξ1 + ξ
2
2
)T˜ts2t
ξ2
1
ξ2T˜t2st2 −ξ2(T˜ts2 + T˜s2t) ξ2(T˜ts2 + T˜s2t) ξ
2
2
(1 + ξ1ξ2)T˜t2st2
ξ2
1
T˜sts ξ
2
1
(T˜ts2 + T˜s2t) ξ1ξ2(T˜sts2 + T˜s2ts) ξ1ξ2T˜t
ξ2
1
ξ2T˜s2ts2 ξ
3
1
(T˜sts2 + T˜s2ts) ξ
2
1
ξ2
2
(T˜sts2 + T˜s2ts) −ξ1ξ
2
2
T˜sts
ξ1ξ
3
2
T˜s2ts2 ξ1ξ
2
2
(T˜ts2 + T˜s2t) ξ1ξ
2
2
T˜sts
Figure 7. Diagram for the central basis element b7 in
type G4 (Corollary 3.2).
for the four elements of 〈s1〉 t
is1t 〈s1〉, some of which are not equal
in H. The reduced expressions are tis1t, ts1t
i, tis1ts1 = s1ts1t
i, and
ts1t
is1 = s1t
is1t. Whichever four of these is chosen as part of the
reduced basis, the previous lemma together with the comments above
imply stability.
If b > 1 the sum on the right hand side of (22) contains more than one
term and for i = 1 contains the expression T˜ a+b−1t T˜s1T˜t − T˜tT˜s1T˜
a+b−1
t
whose terms are not in the double coset, and which is non-zero since
a+ b > 2. Instability follows immediately. 
Lemma 4.2 is also useful for describing the H-double coset graph
when the double coset 〈s1〉 t
as1t
b 〈s1〉 is not stable. We will return to
this below.
4.2. H-double coset graphs in types G(r, 1, 2). We focus now on
the case n = 2, setting s := s1 for the remainder of Section 4. We will
describe the double coset graphs for both 〈t〉 and 〈s〉. Fix the basis
B = {T˜tastb , T˜tastbs | 0 ≤ a, b ≤ r − 1} of H.
We begin with a description of minimal length double coset repre-
sentatives, which follows immediately from the definition of the basis
B and Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.4. The following form sets of minimal length representatives
of double cosets in G(r, 1, 2):
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〈t〉-〈t〉 double cosets: {1, s, stas | 1 ≤ a ≤ r − 1}.
〈s〉-〈s〉 double cosets: {1, ta, tastb | 1 ≤ b ≤ a ≤ r − 1}.
Proposition 4.5. The H-double coset graph for 〈t〉-〈t〉 double cosets
in the Hecke algebra H of G(r, 1, 2) is as in Figure 8.
st2s . . . . . . str−1s
1 sts s
Figure 8. The H-double coset graph for 〈t〉-〈t〉 double
cosets in G(r, 1, 2). Loops on vertices are not shown.
Proof. As the double cosets 〈t〉 d 〈t〉 for d = 1, s, sts are either additive
or centralizing, they are stable with respect to the basis B. Thus
they are terminal vertices in the H-double coset graph. It remains to
consider d = stas for a > 1.
Because of our choice of basis, multiplication on the left does not
generate terms in other double cosets: T˜tT˜stas = T˜tstas. However multi-
plication on the right does. (Note that the choice of reduced basis here
does not affect the outcome). It suffices to consider products of form
T˜stasT˜t for a > 1. From Lemma 4.2 we have
T˜stasT˜t = T˜tstas + ξs(T˜tast − T˜tsta).
Since a > 1 it follows that we have H〈t〉stas〈t〉 →H〈t〉s〈t〉 and to no other
double cosets. 
Proposition 4.6. Let H be the Hecke algebra of G(r, 1, 2). The H-
double coset graph for 〈s〉-〈s〉 double cosets has non-trivial arrows as
follows, for a ≥ b ≥ 1:
If a+ b ≤ r, tastb −→ ta+b−isti, for 1 ≤ i ≤ b,
If a+ b > r, tastb −→


ti, txsti, 1 ≤ i ≤ a+ b− r,
i < x ≤ r − 1
ta+b−isti, a+ b− r < i ≤ b.
Proof. Firstly, note that the double cosets 〈s〉 1 〈s〉 and 〈s〉 tst 〈s〉 are
centralizing, and the double coset 〈s〉 ta 〈s〉 is additive. Thus these
are all stable, and the cases listed in the statement: 〈s〉 tastb 〈s〉 for
1 ≤ b ≤ a ≤ r − 1 with a > 1 are the only others remaining to
consider.
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In this case multiplication from the right leaves the double coset
invariant: T˜tastbT˜s = T˜tastbs ∈ H〈s〉tastb〈s〉, so it remains to consider the
left multiplication, and again we will use Lemma 4.2.
In the case a+ b ≤ r, we have
T˜sT˜tastb = T˜tbstas + ξs
b∑
i=1
(T˜ a+b−it T˜sti − T˜tisT˜
a+b−i
t )
= T˜tbstas + ξs
b∑
i=1
(T˜ta+b−isti − T˜tista+b−i)
since a + b − i < r. There will be cancelling in the terms T˜ta+b−isti −
T˜tista+b−i if and only if a+ b− i = i. But since i ≤ b ≤ a this can only
happen if a = b (since otherwise a+ b− i ≥ a > b ≥ i). In this case the
terms T˜tasta − T˜tasta cancel but their double coset is still represented by
T˜tastas and the statement holds.
In the case a+ b > r it is slightly more complicated as the exponents
a+b−i in Eq. (22) may be greater than r−1. If a+b−i ≥ r then T˜ a+b−it
will be a linear combination of elements of T = {1, T˜t, . . . , T˜tr−1}. Note
that the coefficient of each element of T will be non-zero in the expan-
sion of T˜ a+b−it , as each coefficient will be a positive linear combination
of the ξt,i. Thus if a+b > r we have for non-zero ai ∈ N[ξt,0, . . . , ξt,r−1],
T˜sT˜tastb = T˜tbstas + ξs
b∑
i=1
(
T˜ a+b−it T˜sti − T˜tisT˜
a+b−i
t
)
= T˜tbstas
+ ξs
a+b−r∑
i=1
[(
a0 + a1T˜t + · · ·+ ar−1T˜tr−1
)
T˜sti
−T˜tis
(
a0 + a1T˜t + · · ·+ ar−1T˜tr−1
)]
+ ξs
b∑
i=a+b−(r−1)
(
T˜ a+b−it T˜sti − T˜tisT˜
a+b−i
t
)
= T˜tbstas
+ ξs
a+b−r∑
i=1
[(
a0T˜sti + a1T˜tsti + · · ·+ ar−1T˜tr−1sti
)
−
(
a0T˜tis + a1T˜tist + · · ·+ ar−1T˜tistr−1
)]
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+ ξs
b∑
i=a+b−(r−1)
(
T˜ta+b−isti − T˜tista+b−i
)
= T˜tbstas
+ ξs
[
a+b−r∑
i=1
(
a0T˜sti + · · ·+ ar−1T˜tr−1sti
)
+
b∑
i=a+b−r+1
T˜ta+b−isti
]
− ξs
[
a+b−r∑
i=1
(
a0T˜tis + · · ·+ ar−1T˜tistr−1
)
+
b∑
i=a+b−r+1
T˜tista+b−i
]
It remains to check whether any terms cancel in these sums of dif-
ferences. To ease description, let
L+ :=
a+b−r∑
i=1
(
a0T˜sti + · · ·+ ar−1T˜tr−1sti
)
, R+ :=
b∑
i=a+b−r+1
T˜ta+b−isti
and
L− :=
a+b−r∑
i=1
(
a0T˜tis + · · ·+ ar−1T˜tistr−1
)
, R− :=
b∑
i=a+b−r+1
T˜tista+b−i.
Then we have shown above that
T˜sT˜tastb = T˜tbstas + (L+ +R+)− (L− +R−),
noting that all of {L−, L+, R−, R+} are positive (in H
+).
It is not possible for a term in the L+ to cancel with a term in R−,
because to do so the exponent sum of the t’s in a term in L+ would
have to be a+b, but it is bounded above by r−1+(a+b−r) = a+b−1.
Similarly, terms in R+ and L− cannot cancel, and we only need consider
possible cancellations between L+ and L− on the one hand, and R+
and R− on the other.
We start with the latter. Note that i ≤ a+b−i since i ≤ b and b ≤ a.
Thus, these terms will only cancel if for some i, i = a + b − i. In this
case 2i = a+ b. Since i ≤ b and b ≤ a, we have 2i ≤ 2b and so the only
solution is i = a = b. In this situation despite the cancellation we have
the term T˜tbstas = T˜tastas in the expansion so we still have t
asta → tasta
(that is, we haven’t lost representation from any double coset, despite
the cancelling). Thus we have tastb → ta+b−isti with a+ b− r < i ≤ b.
Now the former. By Lemma 1.1, we have that the ai are all distinct,
and therefore the only cancellation possible is aiT˜tisti − aiT˜tisti. This
leaves the remaining terms intact, and because we have 〈s〉 tistj 〈s〉 =
〈s〉 tjsti 〈s〉, we therefore also have tastb → ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ a+ b− r and
tastb → txsti for i < x ≤ r − 1. This completes the proof. 
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This completes the description of the H-double coset graphs in type
G(r, 1, 2) for WJ -WJ double cosets where J ⊆ S and |J | = 1.
Of the double cosets inG(r, 1, 2), it follows that only 〈t〉 s 〈t〉, 〈t〉 1 〈t〉,
〈t〉 sts 〈t〉, 〈s〉 ti 〈s〉 and 〈s〉 tist 〈s〉 for 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 are stable. For all
others, to evaluate relationships among coefficients on elements of the
centralizer of a generator, it is necessary to consider linear combinations
of a set of double cosets. As can be seen from the above proposition,
this may be quite a large task.
Remark 3. Observe that the H-double coset graphs in the Hecke alge-
bra of G(r, 1, 2) are partially ordered sets. In greater generality, while
the reflexivity of the relation is clear, antisymmetry and transitivity
are not because they depend on the relations in the Hecke algebra in
question (and may also depend on the choice of basis).
4.2.1. Example: H-double coset graphs in type G(4, 1, 2). In G(4, 1, 2)
the 〈s〉-〈s〉 double coset representatives are
{1, t, t2, t3, tst, t2st, t3st, t2st2, t3st2, t3st3}.
Thus for tastb, we have a + b > 4 = r for the representatives t3st2,
t3st3. It follows from Proposition 4.6 that the non-trivial arrows in the
graph are:
t3st3 → t, t2st, t3st, t2, t3st2
t3st2 → t, t2st, t3st
t2st2 → t3st.
The graph therefore (drawn as a poset, eliminating redundant edges)
is given in Figure 9.
t3st3
t3st2 t2st2
1 t3 t2 t tst t2st t3st
Figure 9. H-double coset graph for 〈s〉-〈s〉 double
cosets in the Hecke algebra ofG(4, 1, 2), drawn as a poset.
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4.3. Centres and centralizers in type G(4, 1, 2). For low r the re-
sults of Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 4.6 are less daunting and we have
used them to find relationships among coefficients of elements of the
centralizers. We have then used these relationships to find relationships
among coefficients in central elements, and consequently have found in-
tegral bases for the centre of the Hecke algebras in types G(3, 1, 2) and
G(4, 1, 2).
We give as an example the bases of the centralizers and centre for
the Hecke algebra of G(4, 1, 2). As above, write s := s1, so that
G(4, 1, 2) =
〈
s, t | s2 = t4 = 1, stst = tsts
〉
.
Note that as with G4 there is a choice of basis for H involved, and we
have chosen one consistent with the form in Lemma 4.1, namely
{T˜1, T˜s, T˜t, T˜t2 , T˜t3 , T˜ts, T˜st, T˜st2, T˜t2s, T˜st3 , T˜t3s, T˜tst, T˜t2st, T˜tst2 ,
T˜t2st2 , T˜t3st, T˜tst3 , T˜t2st3, T˜t3st2 , T˜t3st3 , T˜sts, T˜tsts, T˜t2sts, T˜t3sts,
T˜st2s, T˜tst2s, T˜t2st2s, T˜t3st2s, T˜st3s, T˜tst3s, T˜t2st3s, T˜t3st3s}.
There is a set of transformations between bases similar to that for the
Hecke algebra of G4 relating for instance T˜st2st2 , which is not in the
basis, with terms which are in the basis. We omit this for brevity.
The t-class and s-class elements are given below. These were con-
structed in a manner very similar to the case of G4 in the case of those
double cosets which are stable. However for non-stable double cosets
the double coset graph was required, so that for instance relationships
among coefficients for the s-class containing t2st2 needed to be found
by considering a linear combination of terms from the basis elements
in H〈s〉t2st2〈s〉 ∪H〈s〉t3st〈s〉.
Observe that the first term in each t-class (resp. s-class) element
below is distinguished, in the sense (of Proposition 2.6) that it appears
uniquely in that t-class (resp. s-class) element.
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The t-class elements:
[T1] : T˜1 [T2] : T˜t [T3] : T˜t2 [T4] : T˜t3
[T5] : T˜sts [T6] : T˜tsts [T7] : T˜t2sts [T8] : T˜t3sts
[T9] : T˜st2s + ξsT˜tst [T10] : T˜tst2s + ξsT˜t2st [T11] : T˜t2st2s + ξsT˜t3st
[T12] : T˜t3st2s + ξsT˜st + ξsξt,1T˜tst + ξsξt,2T˜t2st + ξsξt,3T˜t3st
[T13] : T˜st3s + ξsT˜t2st + ξsT˜tst2 [T14] : T˜tst3s + ξsT˜t3st + ξsT˜t2st2
[T15] : T˜t2st3s + ξsT˜st + ξsξt,1T˜tst + ξsξt,2T˜t2st + ξsξt,3T˜t3st + ξsT˜t3st2
[T16] : T˜t3st3s + ξsξt,3T˜st + ξsT˜st2 + ξs(1 + ξt,1ξt,3)T˜tst + ξsξt,1T˜tst2+
ξs(ξt,1 + ξt,2ξt,3)T˜t2st + ξs(ξt,2 + ξ
2
t,3)T˜t3st + ξsξt,2T˜t2st2 + ξsξt,3T˜t3st2
[T17] : T˜s + T˜t3st + T˜tst3 + T˜t2st2 − ξt,2T˜tst − ξt,3T˜t2st − ξt,3T˜tst2
[T18] : T˜ts + T˜st + T˜t3st2 + T˜t2st3 + ξt,1T˜tst − ξt,3T˜t2st2
[T19] : T˜t2s + T˜st2 + T˜tst + T˜t3st3 + ξt,1T˜t2st + ξt,1T˜tst2 + ξt,2T˜t2st2
[T20] : T˜t3s + T˜st3 + T˜t2st + T˜tst2 + ξt,1T˜tst3 + ξt,1T˜t3st + ξt,1T˜t2st2+
ξt,2T˜t2st3 + ξt,2T˜t3st2 + ξt,3T˜t3st3 .
The s-class elements:
[S1] : T˜1 [S2] : T˜s [S3] : T˜tst [S4] : T˜tsts
[S5] : T˜t2st2 + ξsT˜t3sts [S6] : T˜t2st2s + ξsT˜t3st + ξ
2
s T˜t3sts
[S7] : T˜t3st3 + ξsξt,3T˜t3st2s + ξ
2
sξ
2
t,3T˜t3st + ξs(ξt,2 + ξ
2
t,3(1 + ξ
2
s ))T˜t3sts+
ξ2sξt,2ξt,3T˜t2st + ξsξt,2ξt,3(1 + ξ
2
s)T˜t2sts + ξsT˜st2s + ξ
2
sξt,3T˜st+
ξsξt,3(1 + ξ
2
s )T˜sts
[S8] : T˜t3st3s + ξsξt,3T˜t3st2 + ξ
2
sξt,3T˜t3st2s + ξs(ξt,2 + ξ
2
t,3(1 + ξ
2
s ))T˜t3st+
ξ2s (ξt,2 + ξ
2
t,3(2 + ξ
2
s ))T˜t3sts + ξsξt,2ξt,3(1 + ξ
2
s )T˜t2st+
ξ2sξt,2ξt,3(2 + ξ
2
s )T˜t2sts + ξ
2
s T˜st2s + ξsT˜st2 + ξ
2
sξt,3(2 + ξ
2
s )T˜sts+
ξsξt,3(1 + ξ
2
s )T˜st
[S9] : T˜t + T˜sts [S10] : T˜ts + T˜st + ξsT˜sts [S11] : T˜t2 + T˜st2s
[S12] : T˜t2s + T˜st2 + ξsT˜st2s [S13] : T˜t3 + T˜st3s
[S14] : T˜t3s + T˜st3 + ξsT˜st3s [S15] : T˜tst2 + T˜t2st + ξsT˜t2sts
[S16] : T˜tst2s + T˜t2sts + ξsT˜t2st + ξ
2
s T˜t2sts, [S17] : T˜tst3 + T˜t3st + ξsT˜t3sts,
[S18] : T˜tst3s + T˜t3sts + ξsT˜t3st + ξ
2
s T˜t3sts,
[S19] : T˜t2st3 + T˜t3st2 + ξsT˜t3st2s + ξ
2
sξt,3T˜t3st + ξsξt,3(2 + ξ
2
s )T˜t3sts+
ξ2sξt,2T˜t2st + ξsξt,2(2 + ξ
2
s )T˜t2sts + ξs(2 + ξ
2
s )T˜sts + ξ
2
s T˜st,
[S20] : T˜t2st3s + T˜t3st2s + ξsT˜t3st2 + ξ
2
s T˜t3st2s + ξsξt,3(2 + ξ
2
s)T˜t3st+
ξ2sξt,3(3 + ξ
2
s )T˜t3sts + ξsξt,2(2 + ξ
2
s )T˜t2st+
ξ2sξt,2(3 + ξ
2
s )T˜t2sts + ξ
2
s (3 + ξ
2
s )T˜sts + ξs(2 + ξ
2
s )T˜st.
These bases of centralisers may be combined to form an integral basis
for the centre. We write [Ci] for the class element corresponding to the
conjugacy class Ci. The centre has an integral basis consisting of the
following fourteen class elements:
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[C1] : T˜1 [C2] : T˜tsts [C3] : T˜t2st2s + ξsT˜t3st + ξ
2
s T˜t3sts
[C4] : T˜t3st3s + ξsξt,3T˜t3st2 + ξ
2
sξt,3T˜t3st2s + ξs
(
ξt,2 + ξ
2
t,3(1 + ξ
2
s )
)
T˜t3st+
ξ2s
(
2ξt,2 + ξ
2
t,3(2 + ξ
2
s )
)
T˜t3sts + ξsξt,2T˜t2st2 + ξ
2
s T˜st2s + ξsT˜st2+
ξs (ξt,1 + ξt,2ξt,3(1 + ξ
2
s)) T˜t2st + ξ
2
s (ξt,1 + ξt,2ξt,3(2 + ξ
2
s )) T˜t2sts+
ξsξt,3(1 + ξ
2
s)T˜st + ξ
2
sξt,3(2 + ξ
2
s )T˜sts + ξs(1 + ξt,1ξt,3)(1 + ξ
2
s )T˜tst,
[C5] : T˜t + T˜sts [C6] : T˜t2 + T˜st2s + ξsT˜tst
[C7] : T˜t3 + T˜st3s + ξsT˜t2st + ξsT˜tst2 + ξ
2
s T˜t2sts
[C8] : T˜tst2s + T˜t2sts + ξsT˜t2st + ξ
2
s T˜t2sts
[C9] : T˜tst3s + T˜t3sts + ξsT˜t3st + ξsT˜t2st2 + 2ξ
2
s T˜t3sts
[C10] : T˜t2st3s + T˜t3st2s + ξsT˜t3st2 + ξ
2
s T˜t3st2s + ξsξt,3(2 + ξ
2
s )T˜t3st+
ξ2sξt,3(3 + ξ
2
s )T˜t3sts + ξsξt,2(2 + ξ
2
s)T˜t2st + ξ
2
sξt,2(3 + ξ
2
s )T˜t2sts+
ξ2s (3 + ξ
2
s )T˜sts + ξsξt,1(2 + ξ
2
s )T˜tst + ξs(2 + ξ
2
s )T˜st
[C11] : T˜s + T˜tst3 + T˜t3st + T˜t2st2 + 2ξsT˜t3sts − ξt,2T˜tst − ξt,3T˜t2st−
ξt,3T˜tst2 − ξsξt,3T˜t2sts
[C12] : T˜ts + T˜st + T˜t3st2 + T˜t2st3 + ξsT˜t3st2s + ξ
2
sξt,3T˜t3st + ξ
2
s T˜st+
ξsξt,3(1 + ξ
2
s)T˜t3sts + ξ
2
sξt,2T˜t2st + ξsξt,2(2 + ξ
2
s )T˜t2sts − ξt,3T˜t2st2+
ξs(3 + ξ
2
s)T˜sts + ξt,1(1 + ξ
2
s)T˜tst
[C13] : T˜t2s + T˜st2 + T˜tst + T˜t3st3 + ξsξt,3T˜t3st2s + ξ
2
sξ
2
t,3T˜t3st+
ξsξt,2 (1 + ξt,3(1 + ξ
2
s )) T˜t3sts + ξt,1T˜tst2 + (ξt,1 + ξ
2
sξt,2ξt,3)T˜t2st+
ξs (ξt,1 + ξt,2ξt,3(1 + ξ
2
s)) T˜t2sts + ξt,2T˜t2st2 + 2ξsT˜st2s + ξ
2
sξt,3T˜st+
ξ2s (2 + ξt,1ξt,3)T˜tst + ξsξt,3(1 + ξ
2
s)T˜sts
[C14] : T˜t3s + T˜st3 + T˜tst2 + T˜t2st + ξt,3T˜t3st3 + ξt,1T˜t2st2 + ξsT˜st3s+
ξsξt,3T˜st2s + ξs(ξt,2 + ξ
2
t,3)T˜t3st2s + ξt,2T˜t3st2 + ξt,2T˜t2st3+
ξs
(
2ξt,1 + 2ξt,2ξt,3 + ξt,3(ξt,2 + ξ
2
t,3)(1 + ξ
2
s )
)
T˜t3sts + ξt,1T˜tst3+(
ξt,1 + ξ
2
sξt,3(ξt,2 + ξ
2
t,3)
)
T˜t3st + ξ
2
s (ξt,2 + ξ
2
t,3)T˜st+
ξ2s
(
1 + ξt,2(ξt,2 + ξ
2
t,3)
)
T˜t2st + ξsξ
2
t,3 (1 + ξ
2
s) T˜sts+
ξ2s
(
ξt,3 + ξt,1(ξt,2 + ξ
2
t,3)
)
T˜tst
Note that once again each element has a distinguished term, which
is the first as written above.
Figures 10 and 11 show some of the structure of some of the class
elements, and incidentally constitute proofs that [C9] and [C11] are cen-
tral, as they show how each can be written as a linear combination of
s and t-class elements.
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